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Descriptive Summary

Title: Frederic Hamer Maude (1858-1959) Photograph Album of California Missions, ca. 1890s
Dates: 1895
Collection Number: P-132
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Extent: .2 linear feet (Boxes: 1 flat letter)
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Abstract: Album. Thirty-three photographs of California missions including San Diego, San Luis Rey, San Juan Capistrano, San Gabriel, San Fernando, Santa Barbara, and Carmel. Some of the prints have Maude's name on them.
Language of Material: English
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Scope and Content of Collection
Album. Thirty-three photographs of California missions including San Diego, San Luis Rey, San Juan Capistrano, San Gabriel, San Fernando, Santa Barbara, and Carmel. Some of the prints have Maude's name on them. For original Maude negatives see P-2.2. For original Maude photographs see P-99. For album of Maude photographs of Southwest Indians see P-100.